
Track Talk - Race Day #2 – May 25, 2013 

On a day where sun and showers are a possibility, fans will have a lot of entertainment to look forward 

to! 

The Local Late models will be having their season opener today.  Lots of drivers like Glen Hertzke #14, 

Jim Gaut #55, and Trent Siedel #70 will be looking for a good start to the year striving for another title! 

While other drivers like our President, Jason Gervais #88, Trevor Hannay #44, Dave Bone #38, and Doug 

Bienna #22 look to knock them off the podium and become the power houses of the division.  Finally, 

look out for the #62 of Kenny Heintz. Last year he announced that he will be racing Late Model and was 

going to kick Trent Siedel’s donkey so look out for a rivalry brewing there! Again, our Local Late Models 

have some of the most talented drivers in Western Canada. Enjoy the show; even though this isn’t a 

Championship Dakota Dune’s race…pride is on the line and bragging rights are worth as much as any 

cheque! 

Our Ministocks have been shaken up! The top 3 drivers in the division are separated by 2 points! They 

are Tristan Ransom #13, Clay Wagner #95, and the 2nd year driver Jared Reddekopp #17! The battles the 

ministocks had on May 17th were unforgettable with drives from drivers that gave their personal best 

yet! Look out, the points are going to be shaken up big time in the next race. Will Jared be able to 

solidify himself as a top notch driver? Will Lightening Mcqueen (Clay Wagner) be able to take home the 

gold? Or will Tristan Ransom be able to hold off the hungry competitors on his tail! Don’t miss any of the 

action. Today the ministocks will be all over the track trying to gain as many points as possible! 

Finally the Pro Trucks,  the largest local division at ACMS.  If you were at the race two weeks ago, you 

know they were the most exciting thing in a long time.  Ken Ross #67 has the points lead right now but 

by only 3 points over Neil Shnieder #95 who has looked the best he has ever had!  Look out for Mike 

Schroeder #34 as well. He won the last feature race and backed his car in the inside wall on his 

burnout… He will be looking to win to get that image out for everyone’s minds! Shantel Firth, #49 

unfortunatly got in an accident early and was knocked out of the rest of the day.  Look out for her to 

have the comeback race of the year! A driver who no one saw coming is Andrew Hardy #15.  He finished 

2nd and 3rd in his heats and finished with a top 10 in the feature.  He is currently sitting in 6th place in the 

points and is looking to make a statement and get his first win!  Finally look for the Pogoda family of 

Mikey and Ben.  Unfortunately they both had truck issues and were unable to finish the feature race.  

Look for one of the most dedicated racing families in the sport to get back on track and finish in Victory 

Lane tonight!  Watch out! There will be action in every corner, emotions on every pass, and the entire 

field having the one goal in mind, victory lane. 

 

 


